Enter a world of splendor and romance, of eye-popping excess, of glitz, grandeur and glory! A world where Bohemians and aristocrats rub elbows and revel in electrifying enchantment. Pop the champagne and prepare for the spectacular spectacular…

Welcome to the Moulin Rouge!

Baz Luhrmann’s revolutionary film comes to life onstage, remixed in a new musical mash-up extravaganza. A theatrical celebration of truth, beauty, freedom and—above all—love. **MOULIN ROUGE!** is more than a musical; it’s a state of mind.

How wonderful life is...at the Moulin Rouge

It’s 1899 in Paris, where the rich and the poor flock to the Moulin Rouge to be entertained by the dancers. **MOULIN ROUGE! THE MUSICAL!** focuses on a young, ambitious aspiring poet who falls in love with one of these performers, an enchanting cabaret actress and courtesan. Their lives collide at the nightclub with its many zany characters, including the despicable rich patron Duke of Monroth, who will do anything to come between them, resulting in an intense but ultimately dangerous love triangle.

Tony Award® winner Karen Olivo (*West Side Story; In The Heights*), Aaron Tveit (*Catch Me If You Can; Next to Normal*) and multiple Tony nominee Danny Burstein (*The Drowsy Chaperone; Fiddler on the Roof*) star in this musical directed by Tony nominee Alex Timbers (*Beetlejuice; Peter and the Starcatcher*) and written by Tony winner John Logan (*Red; The Last Ship*). The score includes many of the songs from the movie as well as new hits released since the movie’s premiere.
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